
RolliBox™

Conversions without limits



→ FLEXIBLE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

RolliBox™
Alfred Bekker & Schnierle
Alfred Bekker API, in conjunction with Schnierle present the RolliBox™; a revolutionary 
wheelchair and passenger transport system allowing multiple combinations of wheelchairs, 
seated passengers and stretcher positions all within the same vehicle.

The RolliBox™ allows up to 4 wheelchairs, 7 passengers or any combination in between to be 
transported. All of the equipment remains in the vehicle and the seats can be adjusted to allow 
for greater leg room.

The RolliBox™ can be purchased exclusively from Alfred Bekker in the UK.

RolliBox™ Benefits:

• Transport 4 Wheelchairs, 7 Passengers, Stretcher or any combination in between
• Equipment stays in the vehicle
• Wheelchairs have headrest and three point seat belt
• Placement of wheelchair secures can be individually adjusted 
• Adjustable sliding seats
• Fully TÜV SÜD tested for a variety of vehicles
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RolliBox™

Available For Vehicles:

FRT Ford Transit Medium & Large

FID Fiat Ducato Large

PEB Peugeot Boxer Large

CIR Citroen Relay Large

REM Renault Master Medium & Large

VXM Vauxhall Movano Medium & Large

MES Mercedes Sprinter Medium, Large & Extra Large

VWC Volkswagen Craft er Medium, Large & Extra Large

Please note: 
The Medium Sprinter/Craft er, Movano/Master and Transits have 5 
seat RolliBox™ capacity in the rear.
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Seated Transport

This configuration allows passengers to transfer into the vehicle through side or rear access. 
The seats tip and fold into the side of the vehicle, allowing for more space for staff members or 
luggage.

There is no requirement to remove the seats, as they can slide to allow for more leg room. Each 
seat comes with a 3-point seat belt, head rest and 
Isofix points.

The typical RolliBox™ kit would allow for 4 passengers 
to be sat at the off-side and 3 passengers at the near 
side. A wheelchair pen and attendant seat can be 
added for extra flexibility within the vehicle.

→ FLEXIBLE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

RolliBox™
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RolliBox™

Fully seated (above & left), 4 Seats (right) 
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Wheelchair Transport
 
The standard RolliBox™ system can transport up to 4 wheelchairs using 4-point tie downs, 
headrests and 3-point seatbelts. All equipment is kept secure within the vehicle allowing it to be 
prepared for any eventuality and also reducing damage or loss. 

For wheelchair access, the conversion can be adapted to suit a tail lift, wedge or aluminium 
ramp, depending on the preferences of frontline staff. 

The headrests and 3-point belts from the seats are 
used for the wheelchair user, with securing them 
into position being quick and easy. This allows the 
passenger to be comfortable and safe with the journey, 
with minimum stress.

The wheelchair capacity for smaller vehicles such as 
the Ford Transit L2 and Mercedes Sprinter L2 could be 
reduced depending on the specification. 

→ FLEXIBLE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

RolliBox™
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RolliBox™

Full wheelchair (above & left) 2 wheelchairs, 4 seats (right) 
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The Stretcher
 
The conversion by Alfred Bekker allows a stretcher to be integrated with the RolliBox™ system. 
This means that when the stretcher is not in use the vehicle can return to standard passenger 
and wheelchair transport.

The specification can be adapted to allow for a bariatric stretcher, if required. This would be 
completed by removing one side of RolliBox™ tracking 
and placing fixed tip and fold seats.

The conversion can be configured to below 3.5t 
(depending on vehicle and specification) to allow 
for more staff to be eligible to drive. A standard 
specification for patient transport can include: storage 
compartments, wheelchair storage, heating/air-
conditioning, rear access lifts/ramps and oxygen tanks.

→ FLEXIBLE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

RolliBox™
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RolliBox™

Stretcher, wheelchair & 2 seats (above & left), stretcher, wheelchair & 3 seats (right) 
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→ FLEXIBLE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

RolliBox™
Available Seating Layouts

Medium Vehicles:

Ford Transit, Renault Master, Vauxhall Movano, 
Mercedes Sprinter & Volkswagen Crafter

5 seats & 0 wheelchair places
4 seats &  1 wheelchair place
3 seats & 2 wheelchair places
0 seats & 2 wheelchair places

Large Vehicles:

Ford Transit, Fiat Ducato, Peugeot Boxer, Citroen 
Relay , Renault Master, Vauxhall Movano, 
Mercedes Sprinter & Volkswagen Crafter

7 seats & 0 wheelchair places
5 seats &  1 wheelchair place
4 seats & 2 wheelchair places
2 seats & 3 wheelchair places
0 seats & 4 wheelchair places
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RolliBox™

Extra Long Vehicles:

Mercedes Sprinter & Volkswagen 
Crafter 

8 seats & 0 wheelchair places
7 seats &   1 wheelchair place
6 seats & 2 wheelchair places
5 seats & 3 wheelchair places
4 seats & 4 wheelchair places
0 seats & 6 wheelchair places
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→ COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT
→ TÜV SÜD TESTED
→ PRECISE PRODUCTION
→ CUSTOMER SUPPORT
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ALFRED BEKKER API LTD
Kelleythorpe Industrial Estate, 
Driffield East Yorkshire, 
YO25 9DJ 
T: +44 (0)1377 241700  
F: +44 (0)1377 241767  
E: info@alfredbekker.com
www.alfredbekker.com

www.alfredbekker.com

All pictures and illustrations shown are for reference purposes only. All information, specifications and illustrations are based on the latest information 
available at the time of publishing. Alfred Bekker API Ltd reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice. © 2016 Alfred Bekker API Ltd.
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www.alfredbekker.com


